ABSTRACT With the rapid growth of surveillance cameras to monitor the human activity demands such system which recognize the violence and suspicious events automatically. Abnormal and violence action detection has become an active research area of computer vision and image processing to attract new researchers. The relevant literature presents different techniques for detection of such activities from the video proposed in the recent years. This paper reviews various state-of-the-art techniques of violence detection. In this paper, the methods of detection are divided into three categories that is based on classification techniques used: violence detection using traditional machine learning, using support vector machine (SVM), and using deep learning. The feature extraction techniques and object detection techniques of the each single method are also presented. Moreover, datasets and video features that used in the techniques, which play a vital role in recognition process are also discussed. For better understanding, the steps of the research approaches have been presented in an architecture diagram. The overall research findings have been discussed which may be helpful for finding the potential future work in this research domain.
I. INTRODUCTION
Violence detection techniques using computer vision, analyze the surveillance camera videos. Over the last few years, these cameras and other surveillance equipment are installed on different places for the public safety e.g. Educational institutions, hospitals, banks, markets, streets etc. to monitor the activates of people [1] . Monitoring include the behaviors analysis of people, whether their activities are suspicious or normal. This detection of suspicious activity during 24/7 or finding such activity within huge data consist of recorded videos is a very difficult task [2] , [3] . For this purpose, different methods have been developed to recognize the human activities in real life. These methods help to detect the suspicious activities in the surveillance videos.
Violence detection from the surveillance videos [4] is also a kind of activity detection. Several techniques and methods are
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developed to detect the brutally events and other harmful patterns in videos [5] , [6] . In these methods different approaches are proposed that work with different input parameters. The parameters are basically different attributes or features of the video such as acceleration, flow, time, appearance etc. In the violence activity detection process, first step is to divide a whole video into segments and frames [7] . Secondly, detects the object from the video frames. Thirdly, extract the features of the video according to the applied method. Lastly, detects the anomalous activity from the frames. The step varies according to the method which is applied for detection. The basic steps of violence detection techniques are shown in Figure 1 . Many researchers proposed different techniques to increase the efficiency, accuracy and performance of the detection process. In this paper, different methods of the violence detection from surveillance videos using computer vision are explored and discussed in detail using systematic literature review. The main goal of this paper is to present an exhaustive systematic literature review of the methods of violence detection. Over the last decade, different methods of violence and anomalous activity detection are proposed.
It is important to classify, analyze and summarizes the proposed methods. To conduct a comprehensive research study, we set up the basic search strings for gathering the most relevant study on the violence activity detection available on the digital libraries. For quality assurance and quality assessment also formulize the assessment criteria directed in [8] , [9] . The research area of violence detection recently attracts the researchers, when it is noticed that the there is a fine difference between violence and abnormal behavior. Such activities that are separated from normal routine are called abnormal activity and activity which contain fighting, beating; stealing etc. is called violent activity [7] , [10] , [11] . According to our best knowledge, there is still no systematic literature review of the methods of violent detection.
In this survey, our research contribution can be summarized as follows:
• Classification of the existing models into diverse catergories for better discussion.
• Critical review of each model in chronological order sharing its novelty, main features and limitations.
• Exploration and ranking and significance of the video features for violence detection.
• Discussion of the real-world datasets which are widely used. The rest of the paper is divided into five main sections. Section II discusses the basic concept related to the violence detection. Section III presents the research methodology based on the literature review and selection process. In Section IV, the techniques of violence are discussed in detail. Section V discusses the video features, and, in the end, section VI summarizes the datasets following the conclusion.
II. BASIC CONCEPTS
Here some basic concepts related to violence, computer vision, video features and vision-based recognition of activities are discussed. Table 1 describes their basic descriptions. Many researchers attract toward the computer Vision field because the wide range of applications concerned with analysis of images and videos. Analysis of images and videos includes the detection of objects and recognition the activity that is performed by the object. Activity recognition is the complete process which starts from taking a picture or making movies. The basic architecture is shown in Figure 1 . Different researchers proposed different methods in which they use such features according to their own method [7] , [13] , [14] , [15] .
III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The basic goal of this review is to collect categories and recognize the most efficient available methods or techniques that are used in violence and anomalous activity detection from the videos using computer vision. In this domain we analyze the available research with the help of the systematic review process. The available study is evaluated based on predefined criteria. Classify the result of above evaluation process according to relevancy. The population of systematic review contain research papers related to the detection of violence.
A. DATA ACQUISITION AND SELECTION
A well organized and systematic, search is conducted to extract relevant and meaningful information from the heap VOLUME 7, 2019 of data. The basic target of this review process is to sum up the ongoing existing methods in the domain of violence and anomalous activity detection from videos and to discover the most efficient method for the detection of violence and anomalous events. Irrelevant studies are filtered and focus on the research area for taking out the appropriate knowledge for a well-organized systematic literature review. Effective planning for search plays a dynamic role in the review process to find the meaning full available study. There are two types of search: automatic and manual search. Both searches are applied in this process. Starting from the execution of automatic search which is followed by the manual search. In digital data libraries, automatic search is conducted by entering the strings. Gathering more literature, we perform the manual search to explore more information on the violence and anomalous activity detection. Search data from the reference of primary selected papers and gray literature are the types of manual search. Search are limited by following the terms and condition to extract most relevant and exact data related to the violence and anomaly event detection.
The combination of major keywords that return the most relevant information from the massive data is called search Term. The terminologies are analyzed for ensuring the accurate and reliable research in the field of violence and anomaly detection for surveillance videos. Table 2 shows the keywords which are selected for the searching literature for this study. In table use wildcard ( * ) with the term word which mean this word is prefix of different words use in the search string as keyword e.g. ''Anom'' term is a prefix of anomalous, anomalies, anomaly, etc. Finally, the following is search string which is formulated for execution of automatic research process.
((Violen * ) OR (Anomal * ) OR (Fight * ) AND (activity) OR (event) OR (sequence) AND (Detec * ) OR (Recogni * ) AND (for) AND (surveillance) OR (observation) AND (Vi * ) OR (motion) AND (through) OR (by) OR (via) OR (using) AND (Computer Vision) OR (Deep learning) OR (Machine Learning)).
For conducting solid review and finding clear and comprehensive data, different digital data based, science libraries and their search engines are used. To execute the above mention search string to find the different journal publication, conference proceedings and other data related queries, use search engines of following digital databases: Initial criteria of the search are to explore the most relevant study to the relevant domain. The following criteria are set to extract the relevant publications.
• Range of years for selecting the publication is 2012 to November 2019.
• Only Full-Length Papers are valid for primary selected study.
• Only Paper written in English is selected, Research papers publish in other languages is excluded.
• Include research papers that are relevant to the domain and search strings.
• Assessment criteria must be addressed in the research. Quality of research means increasing the relevancy with the domain and decrease the business constraints. Quality assurance criteria is set [16] to extract the study which is valid internally and externally as well.
Initially, we get the 2853 papers from the relevant literature based on the search string which is also called primary search. In the papers initially selected, 120 papers are found to be relevant to the study based on the title of the paper, then based on abstract, 69 papers selected which have the proposed methods and techniques for the detection of violence. Then the whole papers are studied to analyze the proposed techniques of violence detection and assess the quality of paper. Analyze the input on proposed methodology, in this study the features of video use as input. Different methods use different features and feature extraction technique to increase performance and accuracy of detection, 26 papers finalized based on the full text analysis. Then 3 papers are selected from manual searching. In add up of 3 with 26, 29 papers are finalized. The strategy of searching is explained in Figure 2 .
The ratio of selected papers includes 24% from IEEE, 24% of Science Direct, and 17% from ACM (DL), 13% from Springer Link and 20 % from Google Scholar. All the selected study is assessed by the selection process illustrated in Figure 3 . Relative Growth show that how NOP growth in current year and DT shows when this growth rate becomes double [17] .
IV. CLASSIFICATION OF VIOLENCE DETECTION TECHNIQUES (VDT)
Violence are the suspicious events or activities in normal life. Recognition of such activities in surveillance videos through computer vision becomes the active topic in the field of action detection [18] . Many researchers proposed different techniques and method for detection of violent or abnormal events as the rapid growth of crime rate for more accurate detection. Different techniques of violence detection are presented that are proposed in the recent years. The techniques of violence detection are classified into three categories based on the classifier used: VDT using machine learning, VDT using SVM and VDT using deep learning. SVM and deep learning are classified separately as these algorithms are used widely in computer vision. The details of each method are summarized in tables. The methods are presented in chronological order. Object detection technique and feature extraction method are also presented.
A. VIOLENCE DETECTION USING MACHINE LEARNING TECHNIQUES
Here the methods for violence detection have been discussed that uses different traditional algorithms of machine learning such as KNN, Adaboost, etc. as a classifier. Table 5 presents the list of detection methodologies that use different classification methods. The classification method states the classification method that uses in proposed technique are also presented.
1) FAST FIGHT DETECTION
Within computer vision, the recognition of actions become an active topic. To detect the sequences of violence, a novel method is proposed [2] . It is assumed that in the fight scenes, the motion blobs have a specific shape and position. Firstly, the difference between consecutive frames is computed for absolute images. Then the resulting image is binarized, leading towards the number of motion blobs and marked the largest one on a fight sequence and on a nonfighting scene. K largest blobs of motion are selected only. To categorize the k blobs, different parameters are calculated like centroid, area, perimeter and distance between the blobs as well. Then, blobs are characterized as fight and non-fight. The experiments are performed using the Movies dataset which have 200 clips, Hockey dataset which have 1000 clips and UCF-101 dataset which consists of real videos collected from YouTube. The results of experiment show that the proposed method is outperformed by state-of-the-art methods considered that is BoW (MoSIFT), BoW (SIFT), ViF, LMP, variant v-1 and variant v-2 that used SVM, KNN and Ada boost as a classifier in terms of accuracy and ROC. It has a expressively faster computation time therefore creating it agreeable for the real-time applications.
2) ROTATION-INVARIANT FEATURE MODELING MOTION COHERENCE (RIMOC)
As the events of aggression is hard to define due to the lack of consistency and often needs interpretation of high level, that's why it is decided to categorize that what is present frequently in the videos with violent behavior of humans at a low level that is unstructured and jerky motions. To achieve the purpose, an innovative problem-specific Rotation-Invariant feature modeling MOtion Coherence (RIMOC) is proposed [19] . The presented method has been created on the eigen values attained from the Histogram of Optical Flow (HOF) vectors from the instants of consecutive temporal, densely and locally computed and moreover embedded into a spheric Riemannian manifold. The method is used to learn the models of statistics in a weekly supervised manner. A multi-scale scheme applied on an inference-based method that allow the events with erratic motion to be sensed in time and space, as good applicants of violent events. There is no dataset available for aggressive events specifically. For that purpose, a large dataset is created that consists of sequences from the two different sites that is: from an in-lab fake train and from a VOLUME 7, 2019 real underground railway line, real train and then four datasets are formed: fake train, real train, real train station and real-life contexts. The experiments are performed using these datasets and results of experiment show that the proposed method performs better than all the state-of-the-art methods in terms of ROC per frame and false positive rate.
3) FAST FACE DETECTION
To achieve the goal of detecting faces in violent scenes to help the security controls, the method of fast detection faces is proposed [20] . The Violent Flow (ViF) descriptor is used with Horn-Schunck to detect the violent scenes at early stage. Then to improve the video quality, the algorithm of non-adaptive interpolation super resolution is applied. Lastly, KanadeLucas-Tomasi (KLT) face detector is fired. To attain a very time processing, face detector and super resolution algorithm is paralleled with CUDA. CUDA consists of functions that runs at the same time in numerous lightweight threads on the GPU. The experiments are performed to assess the proposed method using Boss dataset and another dataset is built named as violent dataset. Promising results are achieved in detecting faces in terms of Area Under the Curve (AUC) and accuracy.
4) VIOLENT ACTIVITY RECOGNITION WITHOUT DECODING
To target the detection of motion and their tracking in most of the methods of activity recognition are complex and limited application of such methods. That's why a fast method of violent activity recognition is proposed which is based on motion vectors [21] . Firstly, the motion vectors are extracted from the compressed video sequences directly. Secondly, the attributes of the motion vectors are analyzed in each frame and between the frames and attain the Region Motion Vector (RMV) descriptor. Lastly, radial basis has been taken using SVM as the kernel function to classify the RMV and learn that whether the activity of violence is present or not. There are many datasets available for activity recognition, but no one is suitable directly as they focus on simple individual activity recognition. That's why to evaluate the proposed method, VVAR10 dataset is built which comprises of 296 positive samples and 277 negative samples. Samples are taken from YouTube, UCF50, UCF sports and HMDB51. Experiments are performed using VVAR10 dataset and results show that it can detect 96.1% of violent actions in the video streams and speed of calculation is fast in terms of accuracy, Miss Alarm Rate (MAR) and False Alarm Rate (FAR) that's why it is suitable for embedded systems.
5) AUTOMATIC FIGHT DETECTION
To detect the fights in a low cost and natural manner, an approach based on motion analysis is proposed [22] . The proposed method is based on the motion analysis. Two approaches are applied to detect the fight. First approach is two-level statistical aggregation that generates feature set. Motion pixel are extracted and then regions of motion from the series of frames by calculating the vectors of optical flow. Then the optical flow images are classified according to the nature of vectors after the elimination of noise. After that, motion statistics are calculated according to classified types to produce the set of features for recognition. The second approach used is Bag of Words (BoW), that is used to produce the visual words set. Then the histogram is used across the set of visual words as a vector to characterize the video for the detection of fight. Experiments are performed using the videos based on real fights and results of experiment show that the proposed method outperforms the existing methods based on MoSIFT descriptors with BoW mechanism and the basic motion signal analysis with BoW approach in terms of recall and precision.
6) DETECTION OF ABNORMAL ACTIVITY FOR BANK ATM
In computer vision, the recognition of posture becomes one of the most interesting field due to its several applications in numerous fields. A technique for an effective intelligent monitoring of real-time ATM, based on skeleton information that is given by Kinect 3D camera for the recognition of postures is proposed [23] . Using Kinect for the tracking of bone joints and their positions, recognition of posture can be achieved. System can be able to detect the abnormal positions by analyzing the information of position. Logistic regression is used as a classifier for training. After the training of machine, system can detect the abnormal and normal behavior and generates alarm in the abnormal situation.
7) MULTIPLE ANOMALOUS ACTIVITY DETECTION
Surveillance systems are now installed in the malls, colleges, schools, airports and many other places due to rapid increase in the crimes. As the videos are captured 24/7 so it is tough to monitor them manually and detect the suspicious activities, it increases the demand of intelligent surveillance system. To address the challenge, a method is proposed that detects automatically the various anomalous activities in video clips [7] . It involves three major stages: the detection of moving object, object tracking and understanding of behavior for the recognition of activity. In the first phase of preprocessing, the moving objects are detected, and the removal of noise is done. Then the process of feature extraction is used to identify the key features like direction, speed, dimensions and centroid. The extracted features help to track the objects in the video frames. In the last phase, the method of rule-based classification is utilized to categorize the actions from videos and if some suspicious activity is detected it generates alarm. The experiments are performed on the newly created dataset based on 45 videos that contains three activities which are running, walking and crawling. The results of experiments show that the proposed method can detect the various types of anomalous activities in different scenarios and performs best in terms of accuracy.
8) CROWD VIOLENCE DETECTION
In computer vision applications, a rich set of tools is provided by the Lagrangian theory to analyze the long-term, nonlocal information of motion. On the basis of this theory, a specialized lagrangian technique is proposed [24] for the recognition of violence scenes automatically in the video sequences. Spatio-temporal model based Lagrangian direction fields are used for novel features and used the information of background motion compensation, appearances and long-term motion. An extended approach based on bag-ofwords is applied in a late-fusion manner on a per-video basis as a classification scheme to ensure the appropriate temporal and spatial feature scale. The experiments are performed to assess the proposed method using the three-benchmark datasets which is hockey fight, violent crowd and violence in movies. Results show that the addition of Lagrangian theory is valuable sign for the detection of violence and the classification performance increased over the state-of-theart methods like ViF, HOG + BoW, two stream CNN etc. in terms of AUC and accuracy.
9) CROSS-SPECIES FIGHT DETECTION
In social signal processing, the detection of behavior from human fights in videos is important, especially in the context of surveillance. In real life, the data collection for the detection of fights generally restricts in machine learning and effects the performance of contemporary data-driven methods. To overcome the challenge, an innovative cross-species learning method along with a set of low-computational cost features of motion for the detection of fight is presented [25] . It avoids the problem of limited human fight data for data-demaining methods effectively. The proposed method exploits the essential commonality among the animal and human fights like the physical acceleration of moving body parts. The proposed method takes input from the videos of animal fight and few human fight videos. A Local Motion Features (LMF) based set is proposed that includes motion statistics, segment correlation following the paradigm of motion analysis. LMF are extracted from each video. Temporal features that is based on human heuristics are extracted and to detect the fight, traditional algorithms of machine learning like SVM is adopted. Ensemble classifiers are proposed to perform cross-species fight detection. The experiments are performed using the samples of video clips, dataset of hockey and movies. Results of experiments show that the proposed method performs better than the state-of-the-art methods like ViF, OViF and motion signals in terms of accuracy.
10) DO VIOLENT PEOPLE SMILE
The admiration of social media platforms has been determined the advent of abuse and violent behavior that reflect the issues of real life in the digital life like raphy, cyberbullying, internet banging and others. To investigate the users that usually adopt the hate speech and used offensive language in Twitter by examining the profile pictures, a model is proposed [26] that automatically detects offensive language using NLP methods, sentiment analysis and meta information. Dictionaries and lexical resources contain the terms which are relevant to hate speech in precise contents but have positive or neutral meaning in the other context, dictionary approach is combined with machine learning method for that purpose to recognize the offensive tweets. Filters are applied to the gathered tweets based on the profanity vocabulary defined and selected 15% from Twitter A and 17% from Twitter B. After that Machine-Learning based model is applied to detect the offensive language and hate speech. The model is based on logistic regression with L2 regularization. The proposed model differentiates the tweets as hate speech tweets (class 0), offensive tweets (class 1) and neutral tweets (class 2). The tweets have been classified as class 0 declared as violent and class 2 as non-violent. The analysis of profile pictures show that violent users are young and smile less. There is a high percentage of females that used offensive language. Results shows that the model gives 94 % in precision and recall.
B. VIOLENCE DETECTION TECHNIQUES USING SVM
Here the techniques of violence detection are discussed in detail that utilizes the Support Vector Machine (SVM) as a classifier. Table 6 present a list of violent event recognition techniques. SVM is an algorithm that is used to solve classification problems using supervised learning. In SVM, we plot data on (number features) dimension space and differentiate within two classes. SVM is widely used method in computer vision as it is robust and considers numeric features. It is used for the tasks related to binary classification. SVM is based on kernel. Kernel is a function that converts input to the high dimensional space where the problem is answered. The major disadvantage of SVM is the lack of transparency of the results [27] . Now the methods of violence detection that uses SVM are elaborated in detail separately.
1) REAL-TIME DETECTION OF BREAKING VIOLENCE IN CROWDED SCENES
While the use of surveillance cameras is commonly used but their effectiveness is questionable. To overcome the challenging task of monitoring the violence in crowded scenes, an innovative approach for real-time violence detection in crowded scenes is proposed [28] . The proposed method considers the statistics of how the flow vectors magnitude changes across the time. the two related but different tasks are considered: violence classification and violence detection. The basic goal is to detect the change from violent to nonviolent behavior with the shortest delay from the time that the change occurred. Violent Flows (ViF) descriptor is used to represent the statistics that is collected for short frame sequences. Then the Vif descriptors are categorized as violent or non-violent behavior using the Linear SVM. Experiments are performed using the self-made dataset based on surveillance videos collected from YouTube along with the Hockey dataset. The results of experiments show that the proposed method performs better than the existing methods like HOG, HOF etc. by depending on the magnitude of optical flow fields alone in terms of Area Under the Curve (AUC) and accuracy. 
2) FAST VIOLENCE DETECTION
In the computer vision, the problem of action recognition becomes an active topic. The well-known framework bag-ofwords was used in the recent work which is used for the recognition of fight specifically. In this scheme, spatio-temporal features have been taken out from the video frames and used for the classification and the accuracy rates of 90% achieved for this task. Inspired by the results which advises that kinematic features are alone discriminant for the specific actions, an innovative method that used extreme acceleration method as a main feature proposed [3] . To estimate the extreme features efficiently, Random transform is applied on the consecutive frames of video. And used SVM and Adaboost as a classifier. Experiments using two special datasets of hockey and movies was performed and results show that accuracy improves up to 12% and performs better than the state-of-theart generic action recognition methods that have features like Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) and Motion Scale Invariant Feature Transform (MoSIFT) [29] and the proposed method is 15 times faster as well.
3) GAUSSIAN MODEL OF OPTICAL FLOW (GMOF)
For surveillance systems, violence detection becomes an active topic, but not studied as much as action recognition. Earlier methods primarily focus on the violence detection and made few efforts to decide the violence location. That's why a robust and fast framework to detect and localize the violence in surveillance scenes proposed [10] . In the framework to extract the candidate regions of violence, Gaussian Model of Optical Flow (GMOF) is presented. The model is adaptively designed as deviation from crowds' normal behavior detected in the scenes. Then to each video volume which is created by densely sampling the regions of candidate violence, violence detection is performed. Then to differentiate the violent scenes from non-violent scenes, an innovative descriptor named Orientation Histogram of Optical Flow (OHOF) proposed as well. Firstly the training module selects training data and extracts OHOF descriptor then using linear SVM, obtains the feature model. Secondly the detection module, GMOF is presented to separate the regions of candidate violence, then using the technique of multi-scale scanning window in densely sampling regions of candidate violence, OHOF descriptor is extracted. In the end, the descriptor is compared with the trained SVM model of known violent scenes. Experiments are performed using three challenging datasets of Behave, Caviar and Crowd Violence 
4) DETECTING VIOLENCE IN VIDEOS USING SUBCLASSES
To address the challenging problem of detecting violence in videos, Li et.al [30] specifically focuses on the combination of multi-modal features by adding and exploiting subclasses visually linked to violence. The dataset of MediaEval 2015 is used to fulfil the purpose. The videos of dataset are labeled manually with respect to the subclasses and results in the 10 subclasses of violence like blood, gun, death and others. The concept of subclasses taken from the existing studies. SVM is used as classifier to train the subclasses and the set is divided in to two randomly disjoint sets, 70% for training and 30% for testing. The procedure is also applied on test set and results shows that solution based on subclasses outperforms the existing methods that contains motion features like HOG, Motion Boundary Histogram (MBH) and HOF with Average Precision of 0.303 and Precision at 100 of 0.55 on the MediaEval dataset.
5) HUMAN VIOLENCE RECOGNITION AND DETECTION
The recognition and detection of violence becomes an important topic for surveillance videos. The basic purpose is to determine if the violence occurs that is recognition and when it happens means detection of violence. Firstly, the extension of Improved Fisher Vectors (IFV) is proposed for video clips [31] . Local features and their spatio-temporal positions are used that allows to represent the video. Then for violence detection, popular sliding window approach is studied. To speed up the approach, summed area table data structure is used and the formulae of IFV is re-formulated. First, local spatio-temporal features are extracted from videos using Improved Dense Trajectories (IDT). Then, video representation for each descriptor are calculated independently like HOG to represent the video using IFV. Then, linear SVM classifier are used for violence recognition and in the end using an approach of fast sliding window, violence is detected. Extensive evaluation is performed using 4 state-ofthe-art datasets of Violent-Flows, Movies and Hockey Fight. Violence-Flow 21 dataset is used for violence detection task. And the results show that proposed approaches perform best over existing approaches like HNF, Jerk, HOF, HOG, Violent Flow (ViF), Histogram of Oriented Tracklets (HOT) based on the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) and Area Under the Curve (AUC) metrics.
6) VIOLENCE DETECTION USING ORIENTED VIOLENT FLOW
The demand of market for intelligent violence detection increasing continuously with surveillance cameras, but still it is a challenging research area. Firstly, an innovative feature extraction method named as Oriented Violent Flows (OViF) is proposed for practical detection of violence in videos [32] . In statistical motion orientations, it takes full advantage of the motion magnitude change information. AdaBoost is used for the selection of features and then SVM classifier is trained on chosen features. Experiments are performed on Hockey and Violent-Flow database datasets to evaluate the usefulness of proposed method and results show that proposed method performs better than the baseline methods: LTP and ViF in terms of accuracy and AUC. Secondly, feature combination and multi-classifier combination strategies are adopted, and outstanding results are attained. The results of experiment show that utilizing combined features with AdaBoost and Linear-SVM attains improved performance across the stateof-the-art methods on the Violent-Flows benchmark.
7) AUTOMATIC REAL-TIME VIDEO-BASED SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
In the surveillance system, the detection of suspicious activity plays a vital role. In an environment of academics, there is a crucial need of surveillance system that can perform robustly. That's why a new framework for a real-time videobased surveillance system that detects automatically is proposed [33] . The work is divided into three phases for the development of system. The preprocessing phase involves the detection of abnormal human activity and content-based image retrieval phase. In the preprocessing phase, all students must register before beginning a course of study and registration involves the collection of personal details and student must submit their own photo to create a student card. The proposed system needs the pictures of students as well in different conditions like anger, fear, sadness etc. to obtain an exact description in terms of Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR). These records are saved in a database of CBIR for the case to detect abnormal activity of students. Then in the next phase, the image is converted into frames. Temporaldifferencing algorithm is used to detect motion objects and then using the Gaussian function, motion regions are located. Further for the recognized objects that is human or nonhuman, shape model based on OMEGA equation is used as a filter. Human activities are classified as normal and abnormal activities using SVM. In the case of abnormal activities of human, machine generates automatic warning. Using CBIR, it also inserts the method to retrieve the recognized object from database for the identification and recognition of object. Finally, software-based simulation using MATLAB is done and experimental results show that the system achieves the tracking, semantic scene learning and the detection of abnormality simultaneously in an environment of academics without the involvement of human.
8) ROBUST ABNORMAL HUMAN ACTIVITY RECOGNITION
To detect any abnormal activity with the elderly people and to support the idea of quality and independent living, a robust framework for the recognition of abnormal human activity is proposed [34] . By computing the integration of feature vectors which are Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) and Zernike moments on Average Energy Images (AEI), framework is structured to construct a robust feature vector. The compact representation of video sequences is provided by the formation of AEI without any loss of spatiotemporal information. The combination of Zernike moments and HOG augments inter-class separation, translational and rotational invariance. The depth silhouettes are attained by Microsoft's Kinect sensor which are utilized to produce clean binary silhouettes by background subtraction making the preprocessing simpler and faster with accuracy. The mutual feature vector dimensions are reduced by applying PCA and to classify the activities, SVM is applied. The proposed work is evaluated on publicly available Kinect Activity Recognition Dataset (KARD) 3D dataset and UR fall detection. The experiments show that the results achieved 94% and 95.22% for UR fall dataset, and KARD dataset in terms of Average Recognition Accuracy (ARA) respectively.
9) NOVEL FRAMEWORK FOR HIGH-LEVEL ACTIVITY ANALYSIS
A novel framework that is based on late fusion for the analysis of high-level activity using multi-independent temporal perception layers is proposed [35] . Two kinds of perception layers which is based on SVM and Situation Graph Trees (SGT) are build. The framework comprises of three stages: multitemporal analysis, multi-temporal perception layers and late fusion. The results attained from the multi-temporal perception layers are fused into an activity score over a step of late fusion. To evaluate the approach, the framework is applied to the detection of violent events in visual surveillance. Three famous datasets: NUS-HGA, Behave and some videos from YouTube are used for the experiments. The experimental results show that multi-temporal framework outperforms the existing single-temporal frameworks in terms of accuracy showing that the use of multi-temporal method has an advantage over single-temporal methods.
10) REAL TIME VIOLENCE DETECTION
To reliably detect violence actions, manually-selected features are insufficient typically. That's why the model based on bi-channels CNN and SVM for violence detection is proposed [36] . The proposed model comprises of three portions: feature extraction, SVM training and label fusion. Firstly, the structure of bi-channels CNN is used to extract two features. The first feature is the original video frame that is used to extract the features of appearance and second input is the difference of adjacent frames that is used to separate the features of motion. Then, the appearance and motion are adopted as classifier for linear SVM. In the end, the result of detecting violence is attained by using a method of label fusion which integrates the motion information and the appearance information. The experiments are performed to evaluate the proposed method using Hockey Fight and Violent Crowd datasets. The results of experiments show that the proposed method performs better than the existing methods like HOG, HOF, MoSIFT, SIFT, Two-stream in many realistic scenes in terms of accuracy.
11) BREAKING DOWN VIOLENCE
The use of automatic means to detect violence in videos is substantial for the analysis of surveillance cameras and law enforcement to maintain the safety of public. Also, it helps for the protection of children from getting into the unsuitable content and helps parents in making better decision about what their children should watch. Although it is a challenging problem as the definition of violence is highly subjective and broad. That's why the detection of violence in video clips without the supervision of human is not only a conceptual but also a technical problem. To overcome the problem, the idea of violence used for CNN by breaking it into more concrete and objective parts is proposed [37] . Firstly to learn the features specifically related to violence like blood, explosions, fights etc., independent networks are used. Then to describe the violence, using such features, distinct SVM classifiers are trained for each concept and then fuse them later in a meta-classification. It is also explored that how to represent the time-based events as network inputs for still images as many images are defined in the form of movement. The experiments are performed to assess the proposed method using the EvalMedia 2013 VSD dataset. The results show that the concept of breaking violence into smaller concepts proved to be an effective solution in terms of MAP@100 and AUC.
12) AUTOMATED DETECTION OF FIGHTING STYLES
To classify the videos of martial arts, a recognition method is proposed [38] . In the preprocessing phase to clean out the unnecessary parts of videos, firstly crop and segment the respective dataset. Then for feature extraction, a spatiotemporal interest points are utilized to detect the regions in the videos linked with the movement in a sequence of frames. For classification, training vocabulary of all descriptors are constructed and then converted into clusters. Then each video is represented as a histogram of these clusters. Further, KNN or SVM is applied as a classifier to the videos. The experiments are performed using the videos of Olympics including 2012 London Olympics and the 2014 Nanjing Youth Olympics. The two major classes of videos are selected that is: Judo and Taekwondo. The results of experiments show that the proposed method using SVM as a classifier outperforms existing methods that used KNN and SVM with the RBF kernel as a classifier in terms of accuracy.
C. VIOLENCE DETECTION TECHNIQUES USING DEEP LEARNING
Here the techniques of violence detection are discussed in detail that uses algorithms of deep learning in the proposed frameworks. Table 7 present the list of recognition methods which uses convolutional neural network (CNN, Cov-Net) base classification [39] . Deep learning is based on neural networks. The technique is used to classify the violent recognition on the base of data set and extracted features using more convolutional layers. Now the methods of violence detection that uses the algorithms of deep learning are elaborated in detail separately
1) VIOLENCE DETECTION USING 3D CNN
The typical methods for fight detection rely on the domain knowledge to construct the complex handcrafted features from the input. On the other hand, deep models can directly act and automatically extract the features. Ding et.al proposed [40] the novel 3D convNets approach for the detection of violence without using prior knowledge in the videos. 3D CNN is used to compute the convolution on the set of video frames, hence the information about motion is extracted from the input. Model is trained using supervised learning ad gradients are computed using the back-propagation method. Experiments are performed using the Hockey dataset and results show that the proposed method performs superior without relying on handcrafted features in terms of accuracy.
2) DEEP ARCHITECTURE FOR PLACE RECOGNITION
To overcome the problem of recognition of large-scale visual places in which the basic job is to rapidly and accurately identify the place of a certain query photographs, CNN based architecture for weakly supervised place recognition was proposed [41] . The proposed method has three principles. Firstly, CNN based architecture is developed which is trained in an end-to-end means to fulfil the place recognition task directly. NetVLAD is a key element of this architecture, it is a new comprehensive VLAD layer which is encouraged by the Locally Aggregated Descriptors' vectors, mostly used for image retrieval. VLAD layer is agreeable to training using back propagation and eagerly pluggable into any architecture based on CNN. Secondly, to acquire the parameters of architecture into an end-to-end means from the images representing the same locations across the time which is taken from Google Street View Time Machine, newly developed weakly supervised ranking loss-based training procedure is developed. Finally, experiments are performed based on the typical place recognition evaluation process using the datasets of Pittsburgh and Tokyo 24/7 freely available and results shows that the proposed architecture performs better than the non-learnt image representations and off-the-shelf descriptors of CNN on two challenging place recognition benchmarks and present state-of-the-art image representation on image retrieval benchmark as well.
3) VIOLENT SCENE DETECTION USING CNN & DEEP AUDIO FEATURES
Violent scene detection system is proposed [42] that uses CNN built on acoustic information from video clips. CNN is applying in two manner: as a classifier and as an extractor of deep acoustic feature. Firstly, 40-dimensional Mel FilterBank (MFB) is utilized as the input feature to the CNN with their delta and delta-delta. Then the video is converted into short chunks. MFB features are divided into 3 feature channels to explore the local features. Then CNN is used for feature representation. CNN-based features are used to built SVM classifiers. Then the detection of violent scene is performed on each chunk of video. Then the detection is produced by max or min pooling on the segment-level detections. Experiments are performed via MediaEval dataset and results show that the proposed method performs better than the baseline methods: audio only, visual only and audio learned fusion and visual in terms of average precision.
4) DETECT VIOLENT VIDEOS USING CONVOLUTIONAL LONG SHORT-TERM MEMORY (CONVLSTM)
Deep neural network based method is proposed [43] to recognize the violence in videos. CNN is used to extract the features from frame level in videos. Then these features are accumulated using a variant of LSTM that uses convolutional gates. The combination of CNN and ConvLSTM can take the localized spatio-temporal features that enables local motion analysis taking place in the videos. It is also proposed to use the adjacent frame differences as input to the model that encode the changes occurred in the videos. Experiments are performed using three popular datasets: Hockey, Movies and Violent-Flows. Results reveal that the proposed model performs better than the state-of-the-art methods like ViF+OViF, ViF, three streams + LSTM and others in terms of accuracy.
5) DETECTING HUMAN VIOLENT BEHAVIOR BY INTEGRATING TRAJECTORY AND DEEP CNN
The typical methods for violence detection generally depend on hand-crafted features that is not appropriate mostly. Inspired by the performance of deep models for the recognition of human action, an innovative method for the detection of human violent behavior by combining the trajectory and deep CNN is proposed [44] that takes advantage of both handcrafted features and deep-learned features. Experiments are performed on the two real-world datasets: Hockey Fight and Crowd Violence. The results reveal that the proposed method performs better than the existing methods: HOG, HOF, ViF, and others in terms of accuracy.
6) FIGHT RECOGNITION METHOD
In computer vision, recognition of actions becomes a significant line of research. The tasks like aggressive behavior or fights comparatively studied less that may be useful in many scenarios of surveillance videos like prisons, psychiatric wards or in personal smartphone as well. Their vast usability creates the interest to develop the violence or fight detectors. The major aspect of the detectors is efficiency means these approaches should be fast computationally. Handcrafted spatio-temporal features achieve high accuracy for both appearance and motion, but the extraction of some features is still prohibitive for the real-world applications. First time, the paradigm of deep learning is applied on the task that uses 3D CNN which takes the full video sequence as an input. But the motion features for this task are crucial and using full video as an input cause noise and redundancy in the process of learning. For that purpose, a hybrid feature ''handcrafted/learned'' framework proposed [45] . The method firstly aims to get the illustrative image from the video sequence taken as an input for feature extraction and Hough forest is used as a classifier. Then to classify that image and get the conclusion for the sequence, 2D CNN is used. Experiments using three well known datasets of hockey, movie and behave are performed. And results reveal that the proposed method perform better than the different methods of handcrafted and deep learning based on the accuracies and standard deviations.
7) VIOLENCE DETECTION USING SPATIOTEMPORAL FEATURES WITH 3D CNN
For the recognition of violent activities, an enhanced surveillance system is mandatory for security purposes to avoid the social, economic and ecological damages. For this purpose, the framework of triple-staged end-to-end deep learning violence detection is proposed [46] . Firstly in the surveillance video streams, persons are detected using light-weight CNN modelto overcome and reduce the huge processing of unusable frames. Secondly, an order of 16 frames with detected individuals is passed to 3D CNN, where the spatiotemporal features of these sequences are extracted and fed to the Softmax classifier. Then, the 3D CNN model is optimized using a neural networks optimization toolkit and an open visual inference developed by Intel. Trained model is converted into an intermediate illustration and changes it for execution at the end platform for the final detection of violence. After the violence detection, an alert is transported to adjacent security department or police station to yield the action. Experiments are performed using the Violent Crowd, Hockey and Violence in Movies datasets. The results of experiment reveal that the proposed method performs better than the state-of-the-art methods like ViF, AdaBoost, SVM, Hough Forest and 2D CNN, sHOT and others in terms of accuracy, precision, recall and AUC. 
V. VIDEO FEATURES
Video feature are the basic elements to detect an activity from video. The accuracy of the methodology directly depends upon the dataset and features that are extracted from video to analyze the pattern of activity. E.g. in fight scenes the movement of different objects becomes speedier. In the normal scene movement of object are normal and not moving so fast. Direction of object movement and with respect to time and space is also used to analyze the anomalous events. In Table 8 we present all the features that are used in selected study.
VI. DATASETS
In this section, the real-world datasets are discussed that are used for the evaluation of the proposed techniques. Table 9 summarizes the details of all datasets related to the violence.
VII. CONCLUSION
With the rapid growth of surveillance cameras in different fields of life to monitor the human activity, also grow the demand of such system which recognize the violent events automatically. In computer vision, violent action detection becomes hot topic to attract new researchers. Indeed, many researchers proposed different techniques for detection of such activities from the video. The basic goal of this systematic review is to explore the state-of-the-art research in the violence detection system. The systematic review delivers details of methods using SVM, CNN and traditional machine learning classification-based violence detection. These techniques are explained in detail and their pros and cons are also deliberated. Moreover, datasets and video features that used in all techniques, which play a vital role in recognition process are listed in comprehensive tables. Accuracy is depending upon the techniques of object recognition, features extraction and classification along with dataset being used. Our study potentially contributes in highlighting the techniques and methods of violence activity detection from surveillance videos.
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